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exists that reflects

the growing use of

therapeutic touch within the health care field.
qualitative

This

study was undertaken to expand the knowledge of

impl-ementing therapeutic touch into social work practice.

interpretive

study presents shared meanings and a

This

common theme

uncovered, using hermeneutics research met,hodology, in the
transcribed tests of in-depth interviews with social workers
that are util-:-zirrg therapeuLic touch pracEices. One themehealing-was traced throughout the participants'
was verified

narratives and

through excerpts from the texts of their

interviews. Discussion of related literature
interpretations

expanded the

presented. Implications for social work practice

and policy are discussed.
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CIIAPTER

OIiIE

Introduc ti

on

Statement of the Problem
The medlcal field

is increasingly

endorsing a treatment

modality known as therapeutic touch. Therapeutic touch
practices are gaining popularity in traditional medical centers
throughout the country by a number of disciplines including
social work. The probLem is the lack of research on how social
workers are implementing therapeutic touch inLo their practice.
Purpose and S ign ificance

of the Research StudY

In this study the researcher strived to understand the
experiences of social- workers that implement therapeutic touch
int.o their practice . The researcher ident if ied and described

a

from the shared experiences of those social workers
inEerviewed. Hans-Georg Gadamer (1975), who developed the
hermeneutic method for interpretive research, described the
common theme

process of hermeneuEic understanding as the "fusion of horizons"
(p.259) .

That. is, understanding is a fluid

process in which our

range of vision is under constant construction and is
continuously moving with us as we encounLer the world over time.
The researcher searched for a richer undersEanding of

shared meanings and a common theme that lie within the

experiences of social vrorkers that implement, therapeutic touch
into Eheir clinical
in Ehe

hermeneuE

practice.

"The event that comes to language

ical experience i s something new Lhat

ernerges

,

something that did noE exist before" (Palmer, 1969, p.209) . The

goal of this research st.udy was Lo describe lived experience in

8

order to increase understanding of the meaning rather than to
propose theoret ical knowl edge or derive un j-versal principal
.

The Research Question
The research guestion was "What has been your experience in

implementing therapeutic touch into your social work practice?"
The researcher employed a list

of prompts to u.se during the

intervj-ews in order to gather more details .

That l ist included

:

t'What stands out for you?" "For

"TeII me more about that."

instance?" "TeII me more about what that was like for you?"
did it impact your practice?"

*'Can

you clarify

that?"

"How

The

follow-up questions t,hat were asked if the natural course of the
interview did not include responses to them were :
made

"Tel-

] me what

you decide you wanted to implement therapeut.ic touch into

your practice."

"What theoretical

therapeutic touch practice?"

framework do you base your

"How are you Ehe same or different

as a social worker after imp1ementirrg therapeutic touch into
your practice?"
Summary

This chapter reviewed the purpose and significance
research sEudy, the research question and a list
Chapter 2, the literature
therapeutic touch will

pertinent

of this

of prompts.

In

to the phenomenon of

be reviewed,

rn chapter

3

, the

conceptual framework within this research study was conducted
will be presenLed. In Chapter 4, the methodology utilized will
be explored and explained.

In Chapter 5, the findings of this

study will be discussed. In Chapt,er 6 , the limitations as well
as the implications for social work practice and future research
will be examined.

9

CIIAPTER

TWO

Overview

The purpose of this research sLudy is Eo interpret

the

of three social workers utilizing
therapeutic Eouch in their social work practice. The focus of
this chapter is to examine the research of therapeutic touch as
linguistic

histories

it rel-ates to social work practice. This literature review
defines therapeutic touch, gives a hist.ory on its developmenE
and use , incJud.es research studies of prof essional appl ications

of therapeutic touch and identifies gaps within the literature
as it relates to social work practice.
Definition

of Therapeutic Touch

Therapeuti-c Eouch is defined as an energy-based intervention
performed with the goals of restoring harmony and balance in the
human

energy field

and helping a paEient self-heal

(Steckel

1995) . Therapeutic touch stems from an early practice

of

"laying-on of hands," buE is different today in that it is not
practiced within a religious context nor does it reguire faith
by eiEher the practitioner or the patient to be effective
(Samarel, 1992) . Another important difference between
therapeutic touch and laying-on of hands is that therapeutic
touch requires no direct physical contact (Hagemaster, 2000) .
The t.herapeut ic touch technique i s based on the

as sumpt

there is a universal flow of energy and all living
energy thus, part of this f ield (Booth, 1993 ) .

10

ion that

organisms are

Therapeutic touch involves assessing and redirecting
patienLs, energy ii.lds through hand movemenEs above the body
surface while in a med.itative state (Samare1, 1,997) - Therapeutic
pracEitioners rarely touch their patients, working on the theory
that j-l]-ness is an imbalance in an energy field surroLtnding and
within each person. The technique involves simultaneously
centering awareness, directing compassionate intention, and
modulating Lhe fLow of human energy using the hands ( Mulloney

&

Wells-Federman, L996) . The practitioner uses the hands as
sensors or scanners to assess the patient' s energy field pattern

(pattern manifestation appraisal) by moving the hands, dt a
distance of Z Lo 4 inches above the body, over the fully dressed
body from head to feet with the intent to repattern
positive experiences (deliherative humanenergy to facilitate
env j-ronmenL energy f ield patterning ) ( Samarel , 1997 ) . The

patient,s

healing of therapeutic touch is viewed as holistic, because the
human and environmental fields are vievred as co-extensive
(Lewis, 1999).

Therapeutic touch is a six-phase process in

which a practitioner

combines compassionate intent with hand

movements designed to "rebalance" a patient's

energy.

Steps of Therapeutic Touch
1.

and most essential step is ca1led

Centering.

The first

centerirrg .

Thi s may be thought of as entering a

meditative or very relaxed state of mind. The
practit j-oner's mind is alert but peaceful and cal-m.
2. Assessment.

The practitioner

moves his/her hands

through the patienL' s erlergy f ield three Lo f ive
centimeters away from the skin surface.
11
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When sensing

such differences, the practitioner is asked to compare
bilateral anatomical areas. These variations are most
commonly d"escribed
q!

vgv

by the practitioner as warm or cool

.

In t.his step the practitioner
moves her/his hands briskly but smoothly through the
f ield to activate the energy f l-ow. This step mobilizes
the patient' s static or congested energy in the field so
the f ield.

3. Activating

4

it will be easier to balance.
Energy Lransfer. The practitioner

concentrates

on

drawing energy from the environment and directing it to
the depl-eted area of the pat ient ' s f ie Id - The
pract it j,oner mental ly images energy ent ering hi s /her
body,

LLSrral

ly through the head .

Thi s collsc ious inEent

of energy flow is then direcEed to the patienL' s field
through the pracEitioner's hands. By acting as a
channel, the practiEioner does not tire
no depletion of personal energy,

In fact,

pracEitioner often feeLs revitalized
trreatmenL
5

the

after providing

a

.

After the depleted areas of the field

Balancing.

been energized, Lhe practitioner's
smoothing out the entire field.

is to help t,he field
throughout

6.

since there is

Evaluation.

focus shifts

have

to

The goal of this step

feel as symmetrical as possibl-e

.

This is a final

check of the field

to

determine that as much balance as possible has been
achieved.

l2

Therapeutic touch is based on t.he belief that human beings are
fields of energy and that each
composed of inter-penetrating
Iayer vibrates at a different freguency (Hutchinson, 1999)
Sessions last 10 Eo 20 minutesHistory of Therapeutic Touch
References to therapeutic Eouch healing are found across
For example,
human cultures and Lhroughout recorded history.
The yel}ow Emperor's CLassic of fnEernal Medicine thought to

2,500 to 5,000 years ago, and in hieroglyphics
d.ating from the third Eglptian Dynasty, show concepts of energy
In the 1950' s Hildegard Peplau brought focus on the
fields.
relational aspects of heal-ing touch when she expanded the

have been written

empirical basis for evaluating health outcomes to include the
interactive process between patient and caregiver, and addressed
the patienE' s role in his/her owrl healing. The therapeutic
touch foundation was laid by nursing professor Dolores Krieger
and metaphysician Dora Kunz in 1-972 after nine years of research

on healing, six years of clinical

practice in therapeutic Eouch

and five years of teaching at New York University

(Spence

&

Olson, 1991) .
Anot.her f orms of therapeutic touch used are calIed. heal ing

touch and Reiki. Although practiced in the same sLeps

as

therapeutic touch, R€iki pracEitioners believe that the person
receiving this form of EherapeuEic touch is the co-creaLor of
their owrr healing.

That the energy fields

unresponsive to the direction

around a body are

of t.he practitioner

to what the receiver needs (Wif l-iams,
based on the idea Lhat an energy field

13

1999 )

and responsive

. Healing touch is

surrounds every person's

body and that a person's body is energy (lulonsour, 2001). It also
is practiced in the same steps as Eherapeutic touch. For the
purpose of consistency, throughout. this research paper, Reiki
and heal- ing touch wi 11 be ident i f ied as therapeut i c touch .

In 199G it was estimated that therapeutic touch was pracEiced
around the world by an estimated 20,000-30,000 health care
prof essional- in hospiEals, hospices, and community health
It is now estimated that
85,000 nurses alone practice in the United States (Lewis, 1999).
The American Holistic Nursir.g Association endorses therapeut ic
settings

(Mu11oney et aI . t 1996 ) .

touch. Therapeutic touch is supported by Ehe National League for
Nurse' s (mf.,W) and has been taught in more than ? 0 countries
(Steckel, 1996) . Thirty-four of this country's 125 medical
schools, j,ncluding Harvard, Yale and John Hopkins, now offer
courses that teach therapeutic touch (Howe, 1995) . Hospitals
and med.ical organizations across the county are incorporating

therapeutic touch into their roster of patient services, often
with their owrr trained physicians and nurses (Rand, L99B)
.

A paradigm shift

is taking place toward the general-

acceptance of this complemenLary al-ternative to health healing.

Additionally,

consumers of the health care industry are hecoming

more informed about other health healing options. At the

same

time the health care industry is experiencing a need to reduce
treatment. costs and improve patient care thus investing in
alternative health care. In L992, the National- Institutes of
Health (Wfif) established the Office for Al-t.ernative Medicine
(OAM) when

the Senate Appropriations Committee mandated

mil1ion of NIH's

1-992

$2

budget for the purpose of investigati.rg

l_4

the efficacy and safety of complimentary healuh practices.
Since then, the oAM budget has grown with the 1995 budget set at
$5.4 million and future plans of funding a Center for SubtLe
Energies (MulIoney & well-s-Federman , !995 ) . with therapeutic
touch intervention, there is no technology aE all and the cosE
is minimal at best, thus, currently there is a large amount of
funded research by hospitals to validate

touch

(Rand

the uses of t,herapeutic

, a998) .
Uses of Therapeutic Touch

This alEernative health practice is not only used for stress
reductions, but also for relief of pain, heart disease, and
to sleep (Vest , Ronnau, Lopez , & Gonzal-es , 1997 \ . Its
effects reportedly range from soothing a headache to hastening
wound heal-ing (Schl itz & Braud , !9 B 5 ) . It is believed to help
inability

promote relaxation,
and alleviate

reduce pain, accelerate the healing process

(Hutchinson,

psychosomatic illness

1999)

suggests that Lhrough

Research and practice liEerature

therapeutic touch patients can experience a relaxation response
the
and. reduction of anxieEy (tteidt, 1981) . Eliciting
relaxation response, reducing anxieEy, and interrupting

the

stress - syrnptom cycle t.hrough therapeut ic touch can enhance the
body' s natural healing process, f acilitat.e

or injury,

recovery

prornote health, and prevent further

f

rom illness

complications

(lt4ul]oney et dl ., p. 3).

Appl-ications of Therapeutic Touch Within The Medical Profession
For more than 20 years, there has been a growing body of
Iiterature

on therapeutic touch reflecting

as a nursing intervention.

the growing interesE

Nurse Healers-Professional

15

Associates, rnc. publishes therapeuEic policy and procedure
guidelines for health professionals. This organiza:-ion
encourages nurses to use therapeutic touch in clinical settings

'

These guidelines include documentation of therapeutic touch

treatments in patient records. Recorded data can include
objective changes and patient comments that are recorded in
patients' charts (Mulloney & WelLs-Federman, 1995) '
Recommendations for pracEice have been suggested by Meehan

(Mulloney , L9g6) . These standards suggesE nurses have at least

2

years experience with therapeutic touch, and preferably, a
master,s degree and receive at least 30 hours of instruction
covering the theory and practice of EherapeuEic touch along with
30 hours of supervised practice with relatively healthy
individual

s

.

In Lgg4, the North American Nursing Diagnosis Association
accepted a new nursing diagnosis that rel-ates to the human
energy field know as energy field disturbance (Mulloney, 1995)

.

ined as a di srupt ion of the f l-ow of energy surrounding
a person's being which resufts in disharmony of the body, mind,
As Mulloney et d1 . , p. 23 state in their
and./or spirit.
I

t is

d.ef

article,

"The value of this nursing diagnosis is that it

serve as a vehicle to increase visibility
the nurse.

can

of the healing role of

It also grounds therapeutic touch documentation in

standardized nursir.g nomenclature, which may f acilitate

f

uture

reimbursement for therapeutic touch treatmenL. "

There is a greaE deal of research involving nurses and
doctors supportring therapeutic touch. Therapeutic touch has been
recommended

for use preoperatively

for various t1ryes of surgery
15

and after mastectomy (Samarel, 1997) . Quinn and Strelkauskas
in decreased
( 1g93 ) reported that therapeuEic touch resulted

state anxiety, increased affect balance, and diminution of the
percentage of Suppresser T cells among bereaved patients '
Simington and Laing (1993) , in another guasi-experimental study,
found that therapeutic touch reduced state anxiety in
etderly persons. Borelli and Heidt
institutionalized

(

1981

)

decreased anxiety
reported that therapeutic touch significantly
in hospital- pat j-enLs, a f inding later replicated by Quinn

Keller and Bzdek ( 1985 ) reported that subj ects who
received. therapeutic touch had a deducEion in pain. Quinn and
al I of the
St.reJkauskas ( 1993 ) reported there is in virtually
(

1993 )

.

dimensions of posltive affect

(j oy, vigor,

contentment , and

after therapeutic touch intervention, and a
significant decrease in negaEive affecLs (anxiety, quilt,
and depression) . Samerel (1997) also reports
hostility,
affection)

significant

decrease in patients'

therapeutic touch. A critical

a

feelings of depression after

analysis of the experimenta]

research on therapeutic touch reveals the mechanism of action of
therapeutic touch is thus far untested.

In fact , therapeutic

touch relies on the untested assumption of the existence of
human

a

energy field.
Application of Therapeutic Touch in Social

Work

Vest , Ronnau, Lopez , & Gonzales , 1,997 ) state that therapeut ic

touch practipes are gaining popularity

in traditiona1

medical

centers throughout. the country, and that social workers are
rarely educated in these practices.

A ccllaborative

pilot

therapeut.ic touch research proj ecE involving community health
17

providers and a staEe university department of social workers
was conducted by vesE et ar . This proj ecE, conducted in rural
introduced therapeutic touch and awareness of
breath to a group of Mexican Americans diagnosed with diabetes
The outcome of this study concluded that
and. their families.
thi s al- ternat ive heal-th pract i ce holds promi se f or reduc i.rg
health clinics,

stress, promoting healEh and weLl-being, and warranted further
study (Vest et dl., ]-gg7) . This study was one where therapeutic
touch was not only used on individuals, but on their families,
giving credence to the social work family systems theory
This sLudy emphasized the uniqueness strengths
practice.
perspective social workers can bring to the field of therapeutic
assess and
touch. ,tSocial workers are trained to holistically
improve Lheir clients' health, enabl-e their clients to provide
self-care in an effort

Eo prevent impairment and heal

themselves, and to include the whole family in their use of
treatment modalities" (Vest et dl . , 7-997 , p. 3 )
.

Bodganof

f and El-baum

(

19

7I ) state the encounLer movement

with its emphasis on nonverbal Eechnologies, especially those
having to do with touching, needs to be integrated into the
mainstream of social vrork education. Suggested was f urther

research to begin to differentiate

the kinds of touch and the

conditions to use touch that include social , cultural- and
personality facLors implications.
Reference was made to
empirical studies that showed positive physiological

change and

the healing impact of Eouch. In reference to this non-verbal
intervention,

it is suggested that social workers in all

sett.ings may be encouraged Eo explore this developing knowledge
18

base and especially pay direct attention to the psychosocial
applications. This article stated that sEudies have alread-v
demonstrated that many nonverbal techniques are especially
effective when augmented by Eraditional cognitive methods

-

"This integration into the mainstream of social work is an
important link in developing touching methodology. If these
condit ions are met , soc ial- work pract ice would indeed have
acguired an important legacy from the encounter movement"
(eodganoff & El-baum, L978, P. 218).
A third reference to therapeutic touch is related to a social
by the name of Elaine WiIliams, ACSW.
WilJiams uses Reiki as part of her social work plan of care with
She gives the following example of a social
hospice patients.
work practitioner

work care plan which include the fol-IowJ-ng skilled
(Witliams, 1999, p. 6):
1.

Assessment of social./emotional factors negatively

impactitg patient's
2.

interventions

management and

adjustment to

terminal i]lness;
Short term therapy with the goal of stabiltzing

her

to decrease her anxiety and

mood/affect; specifically

fear which was evidenced by migraine headaches and
gastric distress,' Modality of choice

Reiki with deep

breathing to oxygenate her body and create a state of
rel-axation in her mind/body.
3.

Short-term therapy with the goal of decreasing the
patient' s pain and fatigue;
manage

increasing her ability

to

her role and functions as grandmoEher. Modality

19

of Choice

Reiki with Logotherapy Eo 'engage' the

patient as an active participanE and co-creator in her
healing, wiEh meaning-centered focus on her dying
process.

4.

Consult with the hospice team to review social work
goals and j-nterventions

In William' s

(

1999

-

) arLicle she reports:

Many of us realize

medicine with its

that traditional

focus on cure, is not enough to help as individuals
especially when there is

manage their

iIIness,

known cure.

This real :-zaLion together with the

no

pressure of reducing health care costs, ensuring
quality care and services, whil-e providing access to
all in need has led prof essionals, healt.h delivery
systems and insurers to cons ider

al-

ternat ive

therapies . As social workers, we support
individuaL's

Ehe

J"ntegration into their whoLeness. . .1ight

and dark, sErengths and weaknesses, confidence and

fear (p. 3).
Borenzweig's (1983) , states social workers are reluctant to
present papers or talk about touch, because it violat,es current
accepted theory even though touching goes on.

Borenzweig did an

exploratory study to determine how much touching goes on in
social work practice. He states, based on conventional wisdom
(the psychoanalytical theoretical base) one would predict

IU

against touching being practical in clinical social work. BuE
given its importance to growth, trust and therapeuLic 1ove, he
hypot.hes i zed

that touch had to be a parE of Ehe work .

The

outcome of his st.udy showed that social workers considered touch

to be importanL, however, they were very cautious about touch in
He concluded that clinicians needed to be
clinical practice.
taught abouE the utiJ :-zation of touch in the practice of
cI inical

social work

.

Again, comparatively, at this time in 1983, Ehe literature
review refLects the nursing profession was well on its way to
utilizing

therapeutic touch.

In

f

act, in

, therapeutic
Why then the timing

7-972

touch was introduced into nursing practice.

contrast on utiL:-zing therapeutic touches between the
professional groups? This may imply that nurses by virtue of
their professional practice of literal,
c

"hands on" helping of

l ienL s , have eased .tnto therapeut ic touch .

workers, by virtue of their

Whereas soc iaL

"hands off" practice,

move slowIy and methodically into their

have seemed to

approach of therapeutic

touch with cl,ients even though therapeutic touch is not direct
physical- touch.
The literature

review would suggesE social workers have

education, expertise and richness of social work Lheory

t.he

when

they incorporate therapeutic touch into their practice as social
work pract.ice presents from a systems and transpersonal theory
which seems parallel- to the def inition of ' th"rapeutic touch.
Gaps in Literature

Literatr:re

from the disciplines

physics, medicine,

Erf

of social work, rlursirg,

ternat.ive health and psychology were
)1

examined in preparation for this review.

This researcher found

therapeutic Eouch pracLices are gaining popularity in
traditional medical cenLers throughout Ehe country. Nurses

who

hold academic positions or who are compJeting advanced degree
programs, as well- as physicians, design most research '
Literature

review identified

limited research regarding

experiences of social workers incorporating therapeutic touch
into their practice.
Summary

In this chapter, terms Lhat describe therapeutic touch were
defined, The historical roots of therapeutic touch were
examined. It was fol-lowed by a review of l-iterature

regarding

In the
medical and social work applications of therapeutic.
next chapter, the conceptual framework presents quantum
field/general

systems theory and transpersonal theory that

rel at.e to therapeut ic touch .

)a
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Conceptual Fra.urework
Overview

The conceptual framework, including an exploration of quantum

field

theory of contemporary physics/general systems theorl'

t.ranspersonal theory will

be ouElined in this chapter .

and

Rat ional-

for applying the selected theories to study the experience of
soc

ia1 workers

practice will

impJement

i.rg therapeut i c touch into the i r

be exPlainedQu antum

Fie1d Theory/General

Sys t ems

Theory

Therapeutic touch is defined as an energy-based
intervenLion performed with the goal of resEoring harmony and
balance in the human energy field

and helping a patient self-

heal (SteckeL, 1995) . Although most have described the use of
therapeutic touch within t.he context of Eastern philosophy,
therapeutic touch researchers: Miller,
Mechan have
f rameruork

Quinn, Mal,inski and

presented it as an intervenLion consistent with the

of Mart.ha Roger ' s

sc

ience of uni tary human

be

ings

(Hagemaster, 2000). Her theory provides conceptual support for

the

maj ority

of practice and research of therapeutic touch.

Roger's model is developed from the quantum field

Lheory of

contemporary phys ics and von Bertal-naf f y' s general systems

theory (ttulloney & Wel1s-Federman,

1996 )

. Its primary

assumptions are t.hat (1) a person is a unif ied whole rather that

of hi s or her part s ,- Q) a person i s characteri zed as a
complex human energy field; (3) a person and the environment are
the

sum

open systems that are continually, simultaneously, and mutually

in process with each other; and (4) Ehe identity and integrity
of the human energy field is maintained through patterning and
organi zation.

Transpersonal Theory

Therapeutic touch has its basis in Eastern philosophy as welI
as transpersonal theory. Maslow, who read extensively in Eastern
literature,

faEher of social

is considered the philosophical

work transpersonal theory (Cowley,

1996 )

The treat.ment model

.

of transpersonal theory is that of soul to soul (noL ecl-ectic
but a synthesis) of all theories/models. Transpersonaf theory's
concept of heal th i s one t hat correlat.es

t

o the theme of

Lherapeutic touch. It is defined as self-transcendent:
Wholeness

, balance , harmony, going (beyond

individualization

(Cow1ey, 1996

ego )

, and

)

Jacquelyn Small (1982) developed t.he self-creation
transpersonal- model. The Lheory of this model- assimilaLes well

with the treatmenE modality of therapeutic touch. In this
transpersonal modeI, therapists serve as guides in facilitating
the process of inner work and personal evol-ution.

Through

breath work, karmic balancing, seed thoughts, imagery,
meditation, centering, processing, developing an observer se1f,

-tA
z,.a

work-on-oneself

transmutation of emotions, disidenLification,
and other techniques and exercises, individuals

through a process of sel-f - creation.

Sma11

are helped

holds the theory that

of the future)

Lhe work of the transformer (therapist

,

is to

remind Lrs of our essence, the self we were intended to be bef ore
we lost our way (Cowlelr, 1996 , p. 577 )
Appl ication

The core belief

-

of Theorlr

of therapeutic touch is that humans are

complex human energy field.

a

From this poinE of view, health or

wholeness implies as inner balance among these different

Levels

or dimensions of energy as welL as an open harmonious
interchange between the individual
of this belief quantum field
was utilized

and the environmenE. Becau.se

theory and general systems theory

for this study to understand the explanation behind

how therapeutic Eouch works.

Transpersonal theory represents the therapist's
when integrating

therapist's

perspective

therapeutic touch j-nto talk therapy, ds the

role is that of a guide and/or co-creator.

of change, therapeutic touch, is that of self-healing

The

mode

which is

the essence of transpersonal social work theory.
Summary

Explanation of the conceptual framework for this study
included the examination of Roger' s quantum f iel-d theory/general
systems theory and transpersonal- theory . In the next chapter,

the methodology used for Ehis research study will
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be discussed.

CHAPTER FOIIR

Methodology
Overview

As stated in Chapter One, the purpose of this research sEudy
histories of utilizing
was to interpret the linguistic
a system
therapeutic touch into social- work practice, utilizing
of interpretat j-on called hermeneutics to reach deeper
understanding. The hermeneutic process of interpretation

seeks

to el-ucidate our understanding of human behaviors and action
through a circul-ar interpreEat ion of text and its structure
(Allen & Jensen, 1990)

.

The research methodology will

be discussed in this

chapter along with restatement of the research question,
examination of the philosophical background of hermeneutic
interpretative

research, expl-anation of the research desig.r,
the participant.s,

conceptual def initions,

data collection

methods, processes of analysis, and procedures employed for

protection of the human participants.
The Research Question
The research guestion was "What has been your experience in

implementing EherapeuEic touch into your social work practice?"

This question was explored with the questions and prompts lisEed
in Appendix C in order to uncover the shared experiences of the
research participants

.

Philosophical Background of Hermeneutic Interpretive
Hermeneutic interpretive

Research

research derives from the philosophical

writings of the German philosopher, Martin Heidegger (188925

19?G). Hermeneutics is an inEerpretive approach to uncovering
what is usually hidden from us in the everyday lives of human
IE centers on the person Eo their world'
There are four terms associated with the central tenets of
Heidegger, s philosophy about how human beings are in their

beings.

worlds that need to be def ined f or this study.
background, PT€-understanding, co-constitution,
interpretat ion (Koch, L995)

They are
and

-

A human being's background is their taken-for-granted way of
viewing and understanding the world through the lens of shared
culture handed down to them aE birth.

A human being's

background represents a way of understanding that cannot be

made

completely explicit ( Koch, 1995 ) .
pre-understanding describes our structure for our -being- inthe -world. ' It. is the **meaning and organizing of a culture which

are already in the world before we understand" (Koch,
1995,p.831) , so that each new event. is enccunLered through the
framework of our pre-understanding.

Co-constitution describes the process by which people are
"being constructed by the worl-d in

whi

ch ltheyl

]-

ive and [are ]

at the same time const.ructing this world from [their] owrr
experj-ence and background" (Koch, 1995 , p. 831) . Heidegger viewed
human

beings as inseparable from their construcEed worlds.

Humans both shape and

are shaped by their worl-ds.

Interpretat ion is the integration

of the stored background t pr€-

unders tanding and co- const.it.utrion to which human beings ref er

when they encounEer a new event and seek to understand its

meaning. Heidegger asserted that we are self-interpreting
27

beings, that "we are what we take ourselves to be" (Koch, 1995,
the being of something is
p.g31). Through interpretation,
discl-osed when it ,,emerges from the background to the fu1l
functional context of the world'" (Macleod,

1995

'

p ' 141)

Research Design

This research study util-izes the hermeneutic method of
interpretive phenomenology in order to explore the common themes
and shared meaning of the experj-ences of social workers that
incorporate therapeutic touch into their pracEice- In
hermeneutics the researcher is striving to understand the
experience and then analyze each individual-'s
experience compared to others to see if there is shared meaning
Hermeneutics is a holistic approach for understating a person's
participant's

-

experience and emphasizes the imporEance of interpreting the
themes of that experience from t.he persons owrt words (WideraWysoczanska, !999)

.

The researcher conducted semi-structured interviews with

three social workers, util-:_zing the guestions and prompts listed
in Appendix C. The researcher hoped to capture common themes of
social worker' s experiences about how t.hey incorporated
therapeutic touch, explored their theoretical- frameworks and
f

ound out how t,heir experiences have changed them.
The interviews were audiotaped and then transcribed into

written word. The writEen texts were interpreted

in an attempt

to ident.ify a theme that emerged from the texts of the
interviews.

This allowed the researcher and the research team

that participated

in the hermeneutic interpretative

see the whole and the parts simultaneously.
28

process to

The intention

of

the text is to become something other than the sum of the
(Al1en &
meaning of aIl the individual- words and sentences
Jensen, 1990)

.

That set in motion the circular process of hermeneuEic
interpretation, Lhe conception of understanding as a reciprocal
interact ion between the whole and the part . The whole received
j-ts def inition f rom the parts, and reciprocally, the parts could
only be undersEood in reference to the whole. It{eaning is that
undersLand.ing grasped in the essenEial reciprocal interaction of
t.he parLs and Ehe whole (Pa1mer, 1959)

Figure 4.1 The circular

interpretive

-

process in hermeneutic

research.
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The diagram in Figure

circular

movement.

4 .1

is a visual representation of the

of hermeneutic research.

meaning is at the core of the circle.

Notice that the

The work of

interpretat ive research can be vi sual- i zed as start ing
interpretation

wi

th

and moving continuously clockwise in an ever?q

tightening spiral as the researcher's exploration and
interpretatj-on uncovers progressively deeper understanding of
participant' s words that culminate into meaning '
Conceptual Definitions

The concepE of social- worker is defined as a social worker
that is practicing under a state license of a masters prepared'
design of this study
social worker or higher. The naturalistic

suggests that marly of the definitions would come from t.he
context of the interviews, and. it is important to be open to the
of their experiences. The focus was on
creating an interview guid.e and interview preparation that would
as
al-low the participants as much freedom for self-definition

participants'

definitions

possible.
Participants
of the research data that is to

Due t.o the depth and. detail

be gathered from each parEicipant the nurnber was limited to
three participants. I interviewed three participants for this
study.
The primary participanEs were Caucasian females.

with aduJts, primary eIderIy,

in the area of hospital,

hospj-ce and private practice.

The primary participant

cal-led Mary. Her experience will

primarily

be utilized

They worked
homecare,

will

be

in this

study due to its richness and depth. She earned her masters in
Socia1 Work in

195 5 .

She starEed integrat,ing Reiki into her

hospice homecare, hospital and private clinical

practice around

t996.
Participants
sought ref erra1s

were selected by word of mouth. The researcher
f

rom other prof essionals.
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Once participants

contacted the researcher, the researcher explained the studv and
it.s purpose to participants (see Appendix A) and obtain written
consent allowing the taping of the interview and the subsequent
of the interview (see Appendix B) '

transcription

Each

was offered a honorarium'

participant

were interviewed in a setting agreed upon by
and the researcher. The setting was informal

The participants

the participant
and casual-

.

Interpretive
the participant

research is grounded in the rel-ationship between
and the researcher, so it interacts profoundly

Interpretive research is
with ethical imperatives for inquiry.
rational research, based in the recognition and valuing of
connectedness between participant

and researcher and

connectedness between the communities in which researchers Jive
and work and those of knowledge producers (Lincoln, 1995)

) list.ed the emerging criLeria f or determining
quality in interpretative research as (in order from more to
Less formal) : 1) standards for judging guality in the inquiry
Lincoln

(1995

community; 2) posiEionality;

4) voice,' 5) critical

3) community as arbiter
5) reciprocity;

subjectivity;

sacredness; and, 8) sharing the perquisite

of quality;
7)

of privilege.

Process of Data Analysis
The texts of the three interviews were transcribed.

For

purposes of understanding Ehe process from which transcript

the steps of hermeneutic analysis
by Widera-Wysoczanska (1999) was used as the model by

through interpretation,
utilized

the researcher and t.he research Eeam to assist with the
interpreEation process.

They are as follows:
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Step 1: Open-minded reading of the transcript'.
Step 2: Looking for

Ehemes '

Step 3 : Discovering key themes '
Step 4 t Looking for unity of meanings '
Step 5: Creation of "poles of meaning'"
Step G: Formation of a personal picture of the experience.
Step 7 : Formation of a personal model of the experience
-

Data arralysis in hermeneuLics is circular in nature, adding
rfew inf ormat ion to enri ch meaning or excl,ude unneces sary
information in order to uncover shared meanings and common
themes. When the interpretation was written, it was given back
to read through in order to verify

to the participants

the

accuracy of the d.escriptions of their experiences and to extend
or refine the interPretation.
Protecticn of Human subjects
In order to protect the participants in this study, the
researcher received approval of t.his research proj ect by the
Augsburg College InstiEutional
number is 2001-3-1.

Review Board. The approval

Participants

signed informed consent forms

before the interview process began (see Appendix B)

.

Participants had the option to withdraw their consent at any
Participants were informed that they are the experts and
the researcher was the student. The participants were informed
time.

that they are participating

in a thesis study and that the

interviewer is a M.S.W. student of Augsburg College.
interviews were audiot.aped to
transcribed the texts.

as

sure accuracy .

Any identifying

The

The researcher

information from the

interview was either removed or al-tered in the transcribed
21z2

-t

texts. A1I the names in the texts were replaced wiEh pseudonyms
to protect the participants. The audiotapes are stored in a
locked file drawer at the researcher's home and will be
destroyed before December 31, 2001
-

Summary

This chapter outlined and discussed t,he research methodology
that was used for this research study. It included: the
research question, the philosophical background for hermeneutic
interpretive

research, the research design, Conceptual

definitions,

data collecEion, data analysis, and the procedures

to follow to insure the protecEion of human subj ects
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CIIAPTER FI\IE

Findings and DiscuEtsione
Overview

in the participant , Mary' s , l iving experience
of implementing therapeutic touch into her therapeutic client
A

common therne

relationship

was healing.

The interpretation

set forth in Ehis study is not inclusive

of all the possibilities

for inLerpretation

but rather

represents one way of understanding the experiences of
implementirrg therapeutic touch into clinical

practice.

The participant

herself will

social work

continue to find

new

meaning and uncover deeper understanding of her appl- i cat ion of

therapeutic touch as her cl-inical practice evoLves.
I

nt egrat ing HolisEic Healing into Traditional

A holistic

Healing

healing awareness seemed to be a place where Mary

started to explain the backdrop of how she came to combine
therapeutic touch with traditional
Traditionally,

medical based social work.

medicine has been defined as any substance, as

drug, used in treatirrg disease and relieving
1983 )

pain (Webster,

. Mary expla j,ns how she began to shif t her aEEent.ion to

broader definition
Af t.er

a

a

of medicine and healing approaches.

about 10 years , one of the things I not iced in

home

healt.h care is that. we being nurses, physicians, social
workers, therapists were reaIly dealing with the person's
body and not rea11y paying much att,enEion to the mind,

34

the emotions, the spirit . . . I began to see the benefit of

doing the mind, sPirit,

emoE.

ions , and

intervention. I do know thaE the
resonates to the spirit

(phys

ical )

alternative

bodY

therapies

.

medi c ine

complementary alternative

medicine to integrating

cal

healing aspect of

Her focus shifted from the traditional

mental, spiritual

j-

and not the other way around, I

think that is the value of hol istic

CompLementary

PhYs

medicine emphasizes the

and physical parts of a clienL'

emot
s

.

ional

,

health. Her

to the overal-l shif t in society's

perspective is parallel

interest in the benefits of alternative

medicine. This shift

in

the UniEed States is supported by Melloney (1996) who reports
The National Institute

of Health established the Office for

Medicine in t992, when the Senate Appropriations

Alternative

Committee mandated $2 million

investigati.rg
practices.

of the budget for the purpose of

the efficacy and safetlr of complimentary health

Since Lhen, the budget has growrr with the 1995 budgeE

at $5.4 million.
With this shift

in focus, she then explains her interest. in

implementing alEernative healing into practice by way of first

training at the International

Breath Institute

and then training

to becoming a Reiki (therapeutic touch) It4aster. "Within two
hours of doing what they cal-l-ed the transf orm hreath, I
that I was going to bring trhis into my life
world (by social work) . "

knew

and into the medical

She start.ed inEegrating breath work
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into her practice by utilizing

breaE.h work with clients

that had

breathing problems such as emphysema, cardiopulmonary disease
and asthma. Her nontradiEional work began Eo be recognized at

a

Iocal hospitat and she was assigned as the social worker to
their cardiopulmollary unit

-

Simultaneously she was emerging herself greater into the
alternative

medicine communiEy. It was through her social work

experiences doing complementary breath work that she came in

contact with therapeutic touch.
Her interest in therapeutic touch gtrew and she expl a j-ns how
meaningful and powerful it

was when

integrate it with her traditional

she was able to then

medical

cl-

inical

social work

pract i ce .
I realized how very j-mportant this would be for me in
owrr

my

practice and my owrr lif e and how very sirnple it was.

These [client]

realIy tell

experiences are so powerful that I can't

you unless you have experienced it with

somebody...the combination of Eraditional

holistic

medicine or

medicine or whatever we want to call it is

extremely powerful.
Her experience correlates to t.he paradigm shift

toward the

acceptance of the complement,ary alternaLive healing modalities

as hospitals and medical organizaLions across the nation are
incorporating therapeutic touch into Eheir roster of services,
as wel] as providing innumerable hospital and health facility

35

in-service and continuing education programs, Spence

(

1997 )

of this country's

Howe (199G) reported that thirty-four

.

]-25

medical schools, including Harvard, Yale and John Hopkins,

now

offer courses that teach therapeutic touch; and Spence (1997)
report s that therapeutic touch has been Eaught in 68 countrres.
Af

ter learning theraPeutic touch, Mary recalls her Process in

being financiallY

reimbursed for thi

s

approach. She stated she

is reimbursed in private clinicaL practice $55 per hour, aII
private pay.

She describes her struggle in figuring

appropriate charge. *It took

me

out what

a long time to figure out

an

whaE

an appropriate charge was because I had reached the place in

my

career where you feel like you can't give it away for free and
that in fact even i f we could t,hat woul-d not
interest.

Patients/clients

be

in any ones best

have to be invested in it also [yetJ

I knew f couldn't charge a $100 per hour either".
in a traditional

how she is reimbursed financially

stat.ed that, "if you are looking

f

or orders

f rom

When asked

setting

she

non-traditionaf

doctors (to do therapeutic touch), therapeutic touch tucks under
doctor's orders for relaxation techniques..."

She uses

therapeutic touch, ds a relaxaLion technique to relieve clients'
targeted symptoms of anxiety and pain. Similarly

her use of

therapeutic touch for pain and anxiety is supported by

Spence

(1997) who concluded after reviewing research studies that there

is evidence Lo support the practice of therapeutic touch for the
reduction of anxiety and pain. Yet, in spite of her success in

5l

decreasing clienL' s pain and anxiety, Mary' s struggle for
reimbursemenE is supporEed in Ehe literature

financial

review,

ruhich shows evi-d.ence Ehat even though therapeutic touch is being
implemented with success into tradiEionaL medicine. But there is

no reimbursement for therapeutic touch specifically

from

insurance. The reason for this is that therapeutic touch is in
the infant stage of acceptance in the medical community as

a

complementary modality in conjunction with the smal1 amount of

guantitative

support therapeutic touch.

research to empirically

Mul-1oney & Wel1s-Federman (1996) report. the North American

Nursing Diagnosis Association has accepted a new diagnosis that
rel-ates to the human energy field

known as energy field

disEurbances in the hopes of facilitating
Mary

de

future reimbursement.

scribes her experierrces in how she acLual Iy impl ement s

therapeutic touch with traditional
She begins with the tradiEional

clinical-

social work therapy.

assessment in the first

session

and integrates therapeutic touch in consecutive sessions.

She

then report.s a benefit of using therapeutic touch is that it
al-l-ows her to be "in their

(client's)

space" which she bel-ieves

accelerates the building of a t,h.erapeut ic relat ionship
I meet the person in a more classical
the first

(traditionaf)

.

way on

appointment ... (during the next session she uses

therapeut ic touch ) . . . once I get st.arted, (with therapeut i c

touch) I don't use a lot of silence, I don't. use a Iot of
chatEer, but I have come to a certain aspect when doing
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therapeut ic touch, that my senior senses have become

al-

ter

sensitive now. I can pick-up where there is loss in energ)'
and I can feel sometimes the response of a person's body to
the energy moving through me. so r wi]I say to them,
are you experj-encing right

now?

"what

" and I can get them to tal-k

about not j ust what theY are experiencing right now, but

how

is your body hol-ding?

WhY

do you think that

haPPened?

thi s part of ]rour

bodY?

WhaE

What

is this abouE? I can find out

more about a person doing one therapeutic touch session that

another social worker can find out doing three of four or
five traditional

sessions, because I am already in an

intimate rapport with

Lhem. .

.

the j,mportant thing is

mind to open up and touch the spirit.

f

or the

is where

. . the spirit

healing occurs.
Therapeutic touch allows Mary to have physical intimacy
because it is implemenied by actually

touching a clienL or

placing her hand inches above the client,
a client

gives Mary permission to do.

whichever approach

Mary is saying that

this physical int imacy aIlows for trust Eo buiLd, which
gives her
facilitates

an

intimate rapport with her clients that
the healirrg process . Borenzweig

Mary's intimate rapport of trust.

(

19 83

i supports

He reports that social

work touch can be important to growth, trust and

a

therapeutic love with a cl-ient and suggested that clinicians
should be taught t.he import ance of t.herapeut ic touch in the
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practice of clinical
Her integration

social work '

of therapeuEic Eouch and talk therapy is

supported. by the application

of transpersonal theory'

Transpersonal theory is the deep approach into the way of the
mind (by way of talk therapy) and the way of action
(demonstrated in her application by the use of therapeutic

touch).

Mary approaches an often-neglected aspect of clinical

practice, which is the spiritual

dimension, which is the prime

concern of transpersonal- theory. As the transpersonaL approach

has developed since !959, a distinguishing
incl-usion of the spiritual

f

eat.ure is its

dimension. Practitioners

transpersonaf perspective seek to help clients

with

a

expand their

consciousness, deal with issues of meaning and purpose in their
life,

and legitimize

their transpersonal (transrational)

experiences (Cowley 1,996, p. 672).
Mary makes reference to the fact that traditional

continues to put holistic

patients.

She

intervention

medici"ne

as a l-ast sLop for

shares that a particular

doctor never did invest

in therapeutic touch from the perspective that "I want this for
my

patients", but he invested in therapeutic touch in that

he had trouhlesome paEients that dldn't
traditional

respond weLl- to

medicine, he woul-d call her home care company and

ask her to try it
frustrated

when

[therapeutic touch]

.

Mary doesn't seem Eo be

by the medical community that doesn't accept

therapeutic touch as a healing modality.
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In fact,

she recalls

similar first

thoughts abouE therapeutic touch.
I was not particularly

At first

impressed... I didn't

or hear anything that sounded like it couJd rea1ly

see

be

healing. . . it required a great deal of trust and
the usual limiLations

belief...transcending

of ego.

Her perspective of separating the self from the ego for
growth is supported by the transpersonal- theory. Ego or personal
identity

level is viewed by transpersonal psychology as

necessary prereguisite

a

to further development up the ladder of

the being (Cow1ey, 1995) . Mary demonstrates a personal cal-1
go ',beyond ego" .

Lo

In Eranspersonal theory morbid preservaLion at

the personal leve1 is a process wherein the ego becomes a "trap"
and thus changes from a structure that at first

that ultimately

incarcerates.

protects,

to

one

Morbid preservation is a term

that has been equated with developmental arrest or Freud's
concept of "fixation"

to describe the unwillingness of the ego

to release one level of growth in order to achieve the next
(Wilber et &1, 1986,
Her initial

p * 82 )

.

skeptical outlook is a similar reaction to

medical practitioners'

acceptance of therapeutic touch. Monsour

(2001) reports that in St. Paul, MN therapeutic touch is

controversial
individual

a

topic within Ehe medical community. Here

physicians and nursing organizations are embracing it

as two St. Paul hospitals are currently conducting separate
research studies, while other professionals in this community
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are out spokenlY skePE j- cal

-

Self Healing
Irlary is very client-centered in her integration of

therapeutic touch into her practice orientation. Mary implies
that there is a continued sense of empowerment and affirmation

that she is able to inter-weave through the integration of
therapeutic touch. In combination with traditional medicine,

she

sees a benefit of therapeutic touch as a complimentary

in that a client

intervention

r_s

Louch. Mary implies t.he belief

abl-e to Learn therapeut ic

Ehat people heal better who are

able to share in their healing process . This Mary expresses,
brings a sense of empowerment into the ir

heal-

roles of co-teacher and educator help clients
owrr achievements, awareness and

self -healing

ing .

Here her

to identify

their

appreciation for the purpose of

.

It doesn't. make a lct of sense to have people coming
(back) when you carf coach people to use it on their
and that is the whole point...they

owrr

can come back, they

can call ffi€, but at some point I want them to concentrate
and be able to do it on their

owrr...the thought that they

could have some independence, that they could

do

something for themselves Eo create healing in themselves
was very powerful. . . I think engaging in the holistic

modality connecEs them back tro their oh,rr inner power...to
do for themselves.
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Mary seems to st,rive to reconnect people back to the i r
power through teaching.

Her goal is to have individuals

owrl

reach

that place of balance and harmony, which is the essence of
therapeutic touch.

Her approach is supported by transpersonal-

theory as this approach sees its mind-body-spirit
one thaL seeks to empower people and help them
increas ingly more aware ,

Cowl

ey

19

9

5

.

approach as

become

Thi s theme of se l" f

heali.rg is supported by therapeutic touch's conceptual framework
of Quantum Field Theory/General- Systems Theory, which states
Eherapeutic touch is defined with the goal of restoring harmony
and helping a patient self

and balance in the human energy field

heal (Steckel, 1996).
Co -

Through Mary's integration

identifies

heal ing

of therapeutic touch

a changed perspective in her role as a social worker.
in her pracLice focus from,

She explains this change as a shift
"

she

I heal you" to t'we heal together" , Mary def ines her

therapist / client relaEionship as that of co-healers
They (clients)
ability

start realizi.g

.

that t,hey have thi s inner

to be a co-creator . . .they (clients)

know that

when I come that I'm not going to be the only one working

here.

We

are both invested in it and that makes them

feel pretty good to them.
Mary's theme of co-healers is supported by t.he Maslow who is
considered the philosophical father of social work transpersonal-

+J

theory (Cow1ey,

1995 )

. In this modeI, t.he therapist serves as

a

the process of inner

guide and/or co-creator in facilitating

work and personal evoluEion. The responsibility

of healing is

shared between the therapist and the clienE.
Because of lvlary's experience in integrating

a holistic

perspective into her cl inical- practice she described her evolved
definition

of therapeutic relationships.

responsibility

of the work.

She describes a shared

In this shift,

she gives Ehe client

owrrership thus respecE in their responsibility

heal themselves. In making this shift

to

and ability

in her practice from, "I

heal you" to "We heal together", Mary defines her
therapist / client relationship
Heal

as Ehat of co-healers

.

ing Natural 1y

Mary report s a commorr theme of natural heal ing , in te l- ling

about her experience implementing therapeutic touch into her
practice.

This idenLified value of therapeutic touch is its

naturaL healittg component of the human energy f ie1d.
Current medicine has realIy gone into,
perspective, medications as the elixirs

from

my

for almost all of

our problems and [consumers] hate Lhat. .. just put your
hand next to your cheek and what do you feel. . . natural

energy. I have never had anyone refuse it...there

is not

any resistance, because we are doing something that is
very natural to the person. So if I had. to choose

one

piece that is very aLtractive. . . it is that it is natural
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.

Mary suPPorts therapeutic touch because Ehere no chemicals to

ingest, inhale, absorb or inject. Mary expressed thaE her
clients are accepting of therapeutic touch because there is
virtually

no risk as the healing energy is natural. This is

supported by Hutchinson (1999) who reports that therapeutic

touch is based on t.he
inter-penetrating

bel^

fields

ief that human beings are composed of
of natural energy.

Medical service providers alike are attracted to therapeutic
touch for this natural healing benefit.

Medical providers are

especially attracted to the low cost of heal-ing natural ly.
(1998) reports with therapeutic touch intervention,

Rand

there is

no

technology at a1l- and the cost is minimal at best, thus,
currently there is a large amount of funded research by
hospitals to validate Ehe use of therapeutic touch. United
Hospital in St.Paul is being funded with a $215,000 grant from
United Hospital' s foundation for therapeutic touch with the
results of the sEudy t.o be summarized by Ehe f all- of

20

01 ,

Monsour (2001).
Summary

Three social- worker's experience of i*plementing therapeutic

touch into social work practice was explored and discussed in
this chapter.

One theme-healing-was traced throughout the

participanE' s narrative and was verified
interview text.

The interpretations
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through excerpts from

presented were expanded

based on related literature

'
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CH.LPTER SIX

ImplicaEione
Overview

of this study will be set
Impl-ications f or social work practice
f orth in this chapter.
and policy will be discussed, a.s well as recommendations for
The contributions

and limitat.ions

further research with social workers that implement therapeutic
touch.

Contribut ions of Stud,y
Trad.itional medicine with the pressure of reducing health
care costs, ensuring quality care and services, and consumer
for natural- health care alternatives has Ied
prof essionals, hea1th delivery systems and insurers to consider
This research study
complementary alternative therapies.
demand

addressed the complementary use of therapeutic touch.

Therapeutic touch practices are gaining popularity
traditional

in

medical cenEers throughout the country by a number

of discipl ines including social work . The problem is t,he lack of
research on how social workers are implementing therapeutic
touch into their pracEice. This study contributed Eo a deeper
understanding of how social workers implement therapeutic touch
into their clinical
employed in the field

practice.

The experiences of social- workers

of hospital,

private practice suggest effective

home care, hospice and

util:.zaEion of therapeut.ic

touch into their practice.
The hermeneutic interpretrive

design of this research st,udy
47

allowed greater depth of exploration and undersEanding of the
social worker's experiences of implemenEing therapeutic touchpart.icipants were eager Eo share their experiences and all told
stories of Ehe positive results through combined clinical social
work practice and. therapeut.ic touch or Reiki. Mary's in depth
transcribed, texL provided rich material for interpretive

research and thus contributed to deeper understanding and a
commort theme in her implementaEion of therapeut ic touch f or
readers of this

sEudY.

Limitations
However, the study was limited because of the small sample

size thus the awareness and understanding provided by this
research study cannot be generalized to the greater population
of those social workers who are implementing therapeutic touch
into their practice.
Implications for Social Work Practice
The implications of this research is to provide social work

practice a beginning point to analyze the significant
contribution

that can brought Eo our clients

and the profession

in the ever growing research and implementation of therapeutic
touch as a viable complementary therapy. Currently research
guggests primarily

nurses who have training

in addressing

physical symptoms do practice of therapeutic touch.

What this

social worker' s experiences provided was an awareness

t.haE

social workers that do therapeutj-c touch not only can possess
the medical knowledge Eo address physical symptoms but also
understood medicat j-on use and medica1 language. She brought to

therapeutic touch a strengths perspect.ive, boundary awareness,
48

appropriate knowl-edge of counsel ing' s t.ranspersonal theory and
model t.o provide an integrative approach to address the
physical, emotional, mental and spiritual parts of clienEs. This
integrated approach Eo healing I believe can be profoundTranspersonal- theory' s f ocus on devel oping higher st'ate s of
individual consciousness thaE eventuate in a heightened sense of
social connectedness and responsibiliLy is a goal that is
compatible with the mission and purposed of the profession
(

Cowley t996 , p .

67

4)

.

rmp l-ications

for Further Research

Further research on 1ega1 and professional- practice
guidelines would ensure therapeutic touch as a viable
Currently the National Association of
Social Work does not have a t'official position" on social
workers implementing therapeutic touch, healing touch or Reiki
complimentary practice.

into their practice

(Appendix D) . Research from a client'

s

perspective would contribute to these guidelines in addition to
needed practice evaluation.

Therapeutic touch has been proven in empirical- research to
reduce anxiety and since anxiety is a key component of

many

disorders, the development of a practice model that implements
therapeutic touch into clinical

mental- health counseling would

he invaluable.
Summary

This chapter examined the contributions
thi s study and made recommendat i-ons f or

soc

and l imitat.ions of

ia1 work pract ice

Suggestions were also given for furttrer research studies to
enl-arge our underst.anding of implement irrg therapeutic Louch,
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.

Reiki and healing touch into social work practice'
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IRB Approval # 2001-3-1
Appendix A
Contact Script
Initial

gave me your
. mv name is Sheila Greene.
participating
in
name and suggested that you might be interesEed
in my research proj ect .
Do you know what the research is abouE?
I am currently in
Let me Le]l you more about this project.
my final year of a Master of Social Work program at Augsburg
College. As part of our program requirements we students work
on a thesis, or research paper, in an area of interest to us. I
have chosen Ehe issue of social- workers and therapeutic touch.
I am specifically interested in learning more about the
experience of how social workers i*plement therapeutic touch
There is a growing body of
into their social work practice.
literature relaEed to therapeutic touch with a small percentage
relaLed specifically social work. I would like to find out what
the experience of implementing therapeutic touch into your
practice has been like f or you. I woul-d then like to look at
your story, dlong with the stories of two other social workers
for any common experiences or themes.
This research process would entail a 60-minute interview in
which I wouJd ask you a f ew guestions. I woul-d like to
audiotape the interviews for transcription purposes. These
audiotapes and transcripts would be destroyed when I am through
reasons, You would also be
with my thesis for confidentiality
asked to read through an interpretation of your interview for
accuracy and possible further insight.
Participation is cornpletely voluntary. You will receive an
honorarium of $20 . The poLential indirect benef it s woul-d be
improved understanding by the researcher and other social work
practitioners about your experience with therapeut.ic touch. Is
this research something in which you would like to participate
H'i
---

I

---a

l-n i

If yes, when is a good time for us to do an interview? If
no, thank you for your Lime.
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IRB # 2OO1-3_1
APPE}TDIX B
CONSENT FORI{
Soeial Workere, E:rperience of Therapeutic Touch: A HermeneuEice Study
you are invited to partJ-cipate in a research study designed to look at the l"r"'ed
experience of therapists practicing therapeutic touch. I ask that you read this form
and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be involved in Ehis studr'.
participation is completely voluntary. This research study is being conducted bl'
myself, in partial fulfillment of the Master of Social work t.hesis reguirement at
Augsburg CoIlege.

wiLt happen during thie study?
The study consists of one audiotaped interview that will last about 60 minuEes.
Interviews will be conducted by myself. I am a Master of Social Work sEudenE working
on mv thesis. You will be asked about your experience implement.ing therapeutic touch
into your practice. Once I have written an interpretation, I will contact ]'ou to
review the findings. Changes may be made to the written interpretation to reflect vour

What

comments.

Are there any riske?
ft is possible that through discussion you may become owerwhelmed or uncomfortable.
you may stop the interview at any time without consequence. The following 2"1 -hour
counseling referral is available for you should the need arise: Seven Countv l{etro
Area Crisis Connection 5L2'3'79- 6363.
Are there any benefits?
It is possible that you may feel a sense of well being knowing that as a result other
social workers and professionals will hear about your experience. A1so, participants
will receive a honorarium of $20 at the beginning of the interview.
When and where will

The interview

will

the intenriew be done?
be scheduled at a time and place that are convenient to you

have aecegE to the interview uaterial?
The audiotapes and the written notes will be transcribed by myself, the researcher,
information,
including your name, will be removed in
then destrolred. Any identifying
with a number code only,
The text, which will be identified
the transcribed text.
will be read by the researcher's thesis advisor Sumin Hsieh, Ph.D. and a research team
process. All
and analyzing during the thesis-writing
for purposes of interpreting
and everv effort will be made to protect you anonymity.
information is confidential
Raw data, including the audiotapes, will be destroyed by August 31, 2001.

Who will

if you eha.nge your mind?
You can change your mind at any time. You have the right to terminate the interview
and refuse to aIlow the transcript to be used. In any case, Lhe honorarium will be
yours to keep. Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect current or
future relationships wit.h Augsburg College.

Wtrat

AIJIIIIORIZATION: I,
, have read the above form and
participaEe
project
in
agree to
the research
described above. My signature
indicates that. f give my permission for information I provide in the
interview to be used for a thesis project. I will receive a copy of t.his
form for my records.
Signa trure

Date

(for purpose of recontacting you to verify accuracy and gaj-n feedback)
In addition : (1) I consent Lo be audiotaped.
Date
(2)I consent to the use of direct quotations
Date

Phone

Or, if you need furEher information,
you may contact my thesis advisor:
Sumin Hsieh, Ph.D.
c/o Augsburg College
Work phone: (612) 330-1375

If you have any questions or concerns,
You may reach me at:
Sheil-a Greene
Augsburg Co1lege, MSW sLudent
Work phone: (?63) 53L-2424
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Appendix

C

Interview Questions
To be asked by the researcher
First Question:
Tel1 me about your experience in implementing Eherapeutic
touch j-nto you social work practice?
Prompt s :

Tell me more about thaE.
What stands out for you?

For instance?
TeII me more about what that was like for you?
How

did it i-mpact your practice?

Can you clarify

that?

Follow-up questions:
TeII me what made you decide you wanted Eo implement
therapeutic touch into your practice?
WhaE

Eheoretical framework do you base your therapeutic

touch practice?
How

are you the same or different

as a social worker after

implementing therapeutic touch into your practice?
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Appendix

D

MessageFrom: Sheila V, Greene <svqreene@eBrlhlink'net>
-Original
To: Alan W lngram ,NASW<Alan-W.ln@>
Date: Thursday, May 03, 2001 1:57 PM
I am writing ro inquire if the MN NASW

has a position on social workers implenrenting therapeutic touch.

healin-e touch or Reiki into their practice?

Thank you, Sheila Greene
Msw

LSw

student svgreene@earthl ink . net

Hi , Sheil-a,

Alan Ingram. Although

I discussed this with our executive director,
NASW

does not have an "official

position,

r'

here are some point you should be aware of:
Social work Code of Ethics, part 4.01-, Competence, states:
(a) Social workers should accept responsibility
the basis of existing

competence or the intention

or employment only on

to acquire the necessar-v

competence.

(b) Social workers should strive

to become and remain proficient

in

prof essional- practice. . .
(c) Social workers should base practice
including

empirically

on recognized knowledge,

based knowledge, relevant

to social work and social

work ethics.
What all

these add up to is that a social- worker should not use any

form of treatment unless it

is proven and the social worker is trained well

enough to provide it.
Boundary issue management may become more of a problem; the risk

higherr' more care is needed.
You shoufd aLso check with the MN Board of Social Work.
Mary Neat.on
NASW - MN
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